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ABSTRACT
Vertical motion is computed from the continuity equation
from 40N to 30S for long term seasonal means, A three cell
standing eddy structure was found in each season. The patterns
are compared with rainfall climatology and satellite cloud data
and found to show good agreement. The' W patterns for December
1962-February 1963 and December 1963-February 1964 are
computed, and deviations in W for each year frornm the long term
mean for this season are compared with precipitation deviation
from normal throughout the tropics, again with good results.
The year to year change inW is presented and discussed. It was
found that the east-west gradient of vertical motion was much
weaker in December 1963-February 1964. This is attributed to
a change in phase of Walker's Southern Oscillation from positive
to negative. This decrease in the east-west circulation was fol-
lowed by an increase in the meridional Hadley cell circulation.
This, coupled with an increase in the strength of the polar vor-
tex, led to stronger mid-latitude westerlies during December
1963-February 1964.
Thesis Supervisor: Reginald E. Newell
Title: Professor of Meteorology
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I. INTRODUCTION
It has long been thought that air-sea interaction plays an im-
portant part in the general circulation of the atmosphere. The
sea-surface temperature depends on the wind field, and a change
in one will bring about a change in the other. Therefore, it is of
particular interest to look at a case of a significant departure
from normal of sea-surface temperature over a large area.
A map of sea-surface temperatures for the equatorial South
Pacific (Fig. 1. 1) shows that the water from about 160W to the
South American coast is colder than the global average for these
latitudes and that the Pacific waters west of 1.60W are warmer
than the global average. The air above the cold water belt is too
cold and heavy to join in the ascending motion in the Hadley circu-
lation. Instead, the equatorial air flows westward to the warm
west Pacific where it can take part in large-scale moist-adiabatic
ascent (Bjerknes, 1969). There is then a return flow toward the
east in the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere and accom-
panying descent in the eastern Pacific. Thus there should be
large-scale cloudiness over areas of warm water and relatively
clear skies over areas of cold water. This can be easily seen
on maps of global cloudiness obtained by satellite observations
(Hubert et al., 1969).
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Bjerkncs (1969) calls this exchange of air between eastern
and western hemispheres the "Walker Circulation". This is a
part of the mechanism'of the "Southern Oscillation" statistically
defined by Sir Gilbert Walker and Walker and Bliss in the World
Weather I to VI sequence of research reports (referenced in the
Bjerknes article). Troup (1965) discusses the Southern Oscilla-
tion and also suggests that changes in the direct toroidal circula-
tion between the warmer eastern and cooler western hemispheres
have a major effect on the Southern Oscillation.
The westward extent of the cold water of the South Equatorial
Current depends on upwelling of colder water from below, which
depends on the distribution and strength of the easterlies along the
Equator. Bjerknes (1969) presents a time series of sea and air
temperature from 1950 to 1967 for Canton Island (020 48'S, 1710
43'W). Most of the time water of equatorial upwelling reaches
Canton Island, but in three cases (late 1957, late 1963 and late
1965) the sea-surface temperature is warmer than the air tem-
perature. These periods are also marked by above average pre-
cipitation. Krueger and Gray (1969) show these same data in a
time series as well as showing that the easterly component of the
surface wind approaches zero during these periods. In addition,
Krueger and Gray show maps of December-February seasonally
averaged sea-surface temperature anomalies for the eastern tro-
LeC LICI ___ ~ _ i-il~Y1~CI~-- ~X *X--i~~ , - -~-- - ~IIIII~ IC~Cm~
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pical Pacific for the five year period 1962 to 1967. These maps
show that Canton Island is fairly representative of most of the
equatorial Pacific in that the whole area from 1800 to South America
was abnormally warm during December 1963 - February 1964
and December 1965 - February 1966. Bjerknes concludes that
during these periods, the large-scale ascending air cell has moved
eastward to include Canton Island. Support for this hypothesis
is shown by satellite nephanalyses (Bjerknes et al., 1969). The
position of the - isoneph at the Equator moves eastward as the
sea-surface temperature decreases. Bjerknes et al., (1969) pre-
sent monthly mean cloud nephanalyses (taken from Godshall et al.,
1969) for several periods, showing that on the average there is
little cloudiness from the Equator to 10S east of 1800 except during
those months when the warm water has moved eastward.
Because these periods of anomalously warm water at Canton
Island are accompanied by increases in precipitation, they are
periods of greater release of latent heat. The Hadley circulation,
which is primarily driven by the release of latent heat in its as-
cending branch, is thus, accelerated to produce a greater trans-
port of heat and momentum to higher latitudes. This is then shown
(Bjerknes, 1966, 1969) to maintain stronger than normal wester-
lies in the middle latitudes.
~_L~_ -1I~_U~I~--CI-- _I-*IP(IIII-~--- U- -*~C-
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The purpose of this papcr is to examine large-scale vertical
motion patterns in the tropics by computing w ( ). First, the
long term seasonal means are looked at and related to the observed
precipitation patterns. Next, W is computed for December 1962-
February 1963, a period of near normal sea-surface temperature
at Canton Island, and for December 1963-February 1964, a period
of above normal sea-surface temperature for the eastern equator-
ial Pacific. Each period is compared with the long term mean.
Finally, the change from one year to the next is investigated with
special interest in the relationship between vertical motion and
sea-surface temperature in the eastern equatorial Pacific. Also
of interest is the relationship between changes in the Hadley cell
circulation and the circulation at higher latitudes.
~__~~_il -_IS~i--. -il.l(~l .*I.-li. ..
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II. DATA AND ANALYSIS
The data used in this paper were originally put in working
form by J. W. Kidson and a detailed explanation of the data and
its sources can be found in Chapter 2 of Newell et al., (1970).
The data are from 303 radiosonde and radar wind stations with-
in the overall period July 1957 to December 1964. All available
stations between latitudes 35N and 30S were used and some addi-
tional stations were used to extend the area covered to 45N. Many
stations did not report regularly throughout the entire period, so
the quantity and quality of the data varied considerably between
stations. Most data were taken at 0000 GMT, but 0600 GMT and
1200 GMT data were included where necessary. A complete sta-
tion list along with the source and reporting period is presented
in Newell et al., (1970).
The daily data for each station were first used to compute
monthly mean statistics at all available levels from the surface
to 7 mb including the quantities u, v and u'v' used here. The
long term means for four seasons, December-February, March-
May, June-August and September-November were computed, using
the seven years of data. Maps of the long term means for the
quantities u, v and u'v' can be found in Chapter 3 of Newell
et al., (1970).
IYI ---~~--_IIIIC -_. -Il-IYlii.(...l-l IICY~ I-fL~lll -_I-LI YI -iY1_*i~.mr.-_-- iX-- ^iliIl  (~-U LX^Y~-L- I__1Lil^.l;llX-II~ *I LLII ~
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The continuity equation
= 
_ V.V
is used to obtain w, the vertical velocity in pressure coordinates.
It is assumed that w=0 at 1000 mb as was done for example by
Lateef (1967). Since the vertical velocities thus computed tend to
increase with height, the result is a non-zero value for the net di-
vergence in a column. In this study w at 100 mb was set to zero
and the w at each lower level was reduced proportionately.
i. e. w L ) = W O) - [L Co . v (10oo0)
The grid used was 20 degrees of longitude and 10 degrees of
latitude. The vertical velocity was computed at the center of the
grid using the three monthly means of u and v as read from the
respective maps at the significant levels from 1000 mb to 100 mb.
Whereas W was computed for each level, it was decided that the
value at 500 mb would be the best to be used to compare with rain-
fall.
In order to study the difference in the vertical motion patterns
from year to year, the December-February season for 1963 and
1964 was chosen. The zonal and meridional wind components
were averaged to give a three month mean for each station report-
ing during December 1962-February 1963. These were then plot-
ted and hand analyzed for each significant level from 1000 mb to
-11-
100 mb. The December 1963-February 1964 season was chosen
because during this time the sea-surface temperature at Canton
Island was abnormally warm. Thus, one purpose of this paper
is to investigate the "Walker Circulation" (Bjerknes, 1969). It
was found that most of the station wind data north of 30N had been
obtained from the five years of data under the Northern Hemis-
phere General Circulation Study of Professor V. P. Starr, and
this data ended in April 1963. Therefore, the analysis region
was reduced to 30N for December 1963-February 1964. The u
and v maps for these two periods are in Chapter 10 of Newell
et al., (1970). Whereas there were 260 stations available for
December 1962-February 1963, there were only 110 stations
for December 1963-February 1964. Since nearly all the stations
for which datawere not available for the second period were north
of 30N', it was not thought that this would greatly influence the
equatorial regions which are of primary concern in this paper.
The w map for December 1962-February 1963 was computed
from 35N to 25S as were the seasonal long term W maps. The
w map for December 1963-February 1964 covers 25N to 25S.
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III. LONG TERM SEASONAL OMEGA
In this chapter the long term means of 'i for the seasons
December-February, March-May, June-August and September-
November are presented. To check on the accuracy of these
maps, computed as outlined in Chapter 2, they are compared with
rainfall climatology and with satellite cloud nephanalyses. Be-
cause of the scarcity of wind reporting stations in all but the con-
tinent sections of the tropics and because of the large grid used
in the computation of EI, it is not assumed that the numerical
values shown on these W maps are entirely correct. However, it
is thought that the patterns fit well with what is to be expected
for vertical motion and that the numbers can be compared relative
to each other.
The long term seasonal w maps are presented in Figs. 3. 1-
-4
3.4. The units are 10-4 mb/sec ( ~ 1. 5 mm/sec). Easily seen
is the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and its movement
throughout the year. To further show this, zonal averages for w
are computed for each season in Table 3. 1. In the December-
February season, the ITCZ is slightly south of the equator in all
regions. In June-August the ITCZ has moved north of the equa-
tor, to about 5N north over South America and Africa. There is
widespread ascent in the monsoon regions of Southeast Asia and
-13-
the western Pacific, with the centers of ascent at O1N. For both
the March-May season and the September-November season the
ITCZ is found north of the equator, being somewhat further north
during September-November. It is also noted that the Hadley cell
is a little stronger in June-August than in December-February.
Kidson 'et al. ,(1969) found that the mass circulation of the northern
winter cell is approximately 1.7 x 1014 g/sec and that the southern
winter cell is about 2. 0 x 1014 g/sec.
Perhaps the most interesting result of this study was the find-
ing of the three cell structure of vertical motion in the equatorial
regions. For each season there are three main areas of upward
motion: over South America, over Africa, and a broad area of as-
cent with centers near Indonesia and in the western Pacific. There
are areas of descending air between the areas of rising air or in
some cases a large decrease in the magnitude of the upward mo-
tion. In the past most studies of the Hadley circulation have used
zonal averages, and this three cell pattern is hidden by the aver-
aging. Recent satellite cloud picture studies have shown alter-
nating clear and cloudy regions in the tropics, and Hubert et al.,
(1969) have suggested that there is an east-west gradient of ver-
tical motion. Troup (1965) and Bjerknes (1969) show how a tor-
odial circulation exists between the hemispheres in the Pacific.
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It is assumed that part of the air that rises in these three cells
is carried zonally as well as meridionally. This study seems
to confirm that hypothesis.
The upward cell over South America is markedly constant
in longitude throughout the year. The center is along 70W for
each season, moving only north and south with the sun. It is
strongest during December-February when it is furthest south.
The large area of ascent in the western Pacific and near Indonesia
has little variation with longitude also. One center is generally
near 95-100E and the other remains on 170E. Whrereas the center
over South America was weakest in June-August, both centers in
the western Pacific are strongest in this season.
The area of rising motion over Africa varies the most longi-
tudinally. The center goes from about 30E hin December-February
to 10E in June-August. It is this region which can best be com-
pared with rainfall climatology, using the mean monthly rainfall
maps for Africa as compiled by Thompson (1965). For December-
February, Thompson shows the area of maximum rainfall to be
300-400 mm per month at about 13S and 30E, a little south of the
area of maximum ascent on Fig. 3. 1. From March to April, the
rainfall area moves to north of the equator, being centered on the
equator in April with the maximum (200-300 mm per month) near-
er the western coast. This agrees well with Fig. 3. 2. During
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June-August the maximum rainfall area has moved almost entire-
ly north of the equator, becoming centered at 5N. There are two
centers of heavy precipitation, the coast of Nigeria with about 400-
600 mm per month and along the coast of Sierra Leone, Liberia
and Ivory Coast with a maximum of 1000 mm in Sierra Leone in
August. Fig. 3. 3 shows the center over Nigeria but not the wes-
tern one. From September to November, the maximum rainfall
area moves southward along the western coast of Africa to become
centered over Gabon in November. The three monthly average
would show the center of the rainfall belt to be slightly north of the
equator and mainly in the western half of the continent with 400-
600 mm per month. This is in good agreement with Fig. 3. 4. It
is also noted that the March-May season has the least monthly pre-
cipitation and the weakest rising motion and that the June-August
season has the greatest monthly precipitation and the strongest
rising motion. The areas of subsidence on Figs. 3. 1-3.4 also
correspond well with areas of Africa which Thompson shows as
having very little rain. In particular, the continent north of the
equator is dry during December-February and south of the equator
is dry during June-August. The satellite nephanalyses of monthly
cloudiness of Kornfield and Hasler (1969) show the same thing.
Figs. 3. 1-3. 4 show several interesting features recently
seen in analyses of satellite cloud brightness data. A band of
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cloudiness maximum is oriented southeast to northwest in the
southwestern Pacific from about 30S and 150W to the equator.
It intersects the equator at different longitudes, depending on
the westward extent of the upwelling of the South Equatorial
Current (Bjerknes et al., 1969). Corresponding with this cloudi-
ness band is the southeastward extension of ascent from New
Guinea to 30S and 150W on Figs. 3. 1 and 3. 2. There is down-
ward motion in June-August (Fig. 3. 3) in this region, and Hubert
et al., (1969) show that the cloudiness band is less defined in
this season. A southeastward extension of cloudiness from South
America shown by Hubert et al., (1969) is not evident in Figs.
3. 1-3. 4, except possibly in December- February.
The IA maps computed in this study also would not support
the theory of a double ITCZ for most areas. It is only in June-
August that there is a continuous belt of ascent through the Atlan-
tic and Indian Oceans, and even then it is narrow and weak. There
is subsidence in the eastern Pacific extending generally to 20S
in all seasons, with only a weak ascent belt stretching from South
America to 130W in the Northern Hemisphere in summer. The
satellite cloud pictures of Hubert et al., (1969) show two cloud
bands exist over the western Pacific during three seasons. This
cannot be seen on Figs. 3. 1-3. 4 due to the great distance between
wind reporting stations in this area and in part to the grid size used
-17-
in the computation of W.
IV. COMPARISON OF DECEMBER 1962-FEBRUARY 1963 AND
DECEMBER 1963-FEBRUARY 1964 WITH THE LONG TERM
MEAN
Based on the evidence presented in Chapter 3, it appears that
the maps computed in this study present a true picuture of the large
scale vertical motions in the tropics. In this chapter, this tech-
nique is used to look at w for two particular December-February
seasons and their differences from the long term w for December-
February.
Figs. 4. 1 and 4. 2 are the December 1962-February 1963 and
December 1963-February 1964 maps for w at 500 mb. The units
are the same as used for the long term seasonal means in Chapter
3. It was assumed at the beginning that December 1962-February
1963 was an 'average" year, and the major features are the same
as on the long term wt maps for this season (Fig. 3. 1). There is
a shift in the position of some centers of vertical motion. The
descent area in the eastern Pacific has pushed further southward
and the descent areas in the Atlantic have strengthened as did
the area in the western NTorth Pacific. There are increases in
ascent along the western coast of Mexico and the center over South
America. The center over southern Africa is situated southward
~LI_ _i_ _I~)/~ ____II___Y_~YII*___I ~-~-~-~D-
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and is stronger. These and other changes can be seen in Fig. 4. 3,
a difference map found by graphically subtracting the long term
W for December-February from l for December 1962-February
1963 (Fig. 4. 1 minus Fig. 3. 1). December 1963-February 1964
was a season of abnormally warm sea-surface temperature in the
equatorial regions of the eastern Pacific. Therefore, it is of
particular interest to see what effect this has on the w pattern for
this three month period (Fig. 4. 2). There are several significant
differences between w for December 1963-February 1964 and the
long term mean (Fig. 3. 1). The descent in the warm water re-
gion of the eastern Pacific is weaker. Also there is a large shift
to the southeast by the center of the ascent region over South
America and the center over Africa. The Gulf of Mexico and
Caribbean waters have become a region of strong descent and China
has become a region of strong ascent. These changes are presen-
ted in the difference map Fig. 4. 4 (Fig. 4. 2 minus Fig. 3. 1).
Table 4. 1 is zonal averages of tw for the three periods under
investigation. The latitude of maximum ascent is 5S for all periods,
with the long term mean being the greatest. It is noted that the
rising branch of the Hadley cell for December 1963-February 1964
is stronger than for the preceding year at all latitude circles ex-
cept 5N, and is appreciably stronger at 10S.and 15S. This re-
flects the southeastward shift of the maximums over South America
~1_1 CI___LI___I__1IIIY~~-~ ~-^^- -. IILI -. _i. I-~I~--~LIIILI
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and Africa and the decreases in the subsidence cells in the oceans
at these latitudes for this year.
As a check on the differences from normal of the a mnaps
for these two December-February seasons, monthly precipitation
records for stations in the tropics were looked at. Table 4. 2 is
a list of the three monthly total of precipitation and the three
monthly total deviation from the 30 year normal for as many sta-
tions as could be found for December 1962- February 1963 and
December 1963-February 1964. The deviations were then plot-
ted for each station and the shaded areas on Figs. 4. 5 and 4. 6
represent greater than normal precipitation. The solid lines wcre
drawn where there was sufficient data coverage to justify this being
done. The clear areas represent below normal precipitation or
lack of data. Therefore, Fig. 4. 5 may be compared directly with
Fig. 4. 3 which shows the difference between w for December 1962-
February 1963 and the long term mean. Negative areas on Fig.
4. 3 indicate an increase in upward motion which should correlate
well with the shaded areas on Fig. 4. 5. In general there is good
agreement between Fig. 4. 3 and Fig. 4. 5. The increased ascent
regions are South America below the equator, almost all of
Africa, Indonesia and western Australia, and the western Pacific
from the equator to 20N. All of these areas received above aver-
--20-
age rainfall during this period. The major areas which had an
increase in descent were Southeast Asia and the Philippines and
the eastern Pacific west of 150W. The same comparison can be
made between Fig. 4. 4 and Fig. 4. 6 (December 1963-February
1964). Here the regions with an increase in upward motion are
the southern half of South America, northwestern and southeas-
tern Africa, Southeast Asia, and the islands in the equatorial
western Pacific. For the most part, these regions were wetter
than normal. The northern half of South America, central Africa,
and Australia received less than normal precipitation. It can be
seen in Table 4. 2 that some stations had significantly large de-
partures from normal, and that all of these were in agreement
with the w departure maps.
___~III*LY__I_~~IIhC-IIT~ililll-l^l-l_ -1-. 111141~-1
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V. COMPARISON BETWEEN DECEMBER 1962-FEBRUARY
1963 AND DECEMBER 1963-FEBRUARY 1964
In the preceding chapter it was shown how the w" pattern
for December 1962-February 1963 and December 1963-February
1964 differed from the pattern for the long term mean for this
season. In this chapter the W difference between the two years
is looked at. The Southern Oscillation is examined in an attempt
to find a cause for the change. The relation between this change
in the ascending branch of the Hadley cell and the circulation at
higher latitudes is also looked at.
In previous studies of changes of the circulation in the
eastern Pacific (Bjerknes, 1969, Kruger and Gray, 1969), it
was shown that when the sea-surface temperature at Canton
Island becomes abnormally warm, there is an increase in
cloudiness and rainfall, and a decrease in the strength of the
easterlies. Bjerknes (1969) concluded that this is caused by
an easterly shift in the ascending branch of the "Walker Circu-
lation", a toroidal circulation between the eastern Pacific (cold
water and persistent high pressure) and the western Pacific
(warm water and low pressure). In a time sequence graph Bjerknes
shows that significantly above normal precipitation at Canton
-22-
Island occurs only with the warm sea-surface temperature anoma--
ly. It can be seen in Table 4. 2 that this is true for the warm
water period of December 1963-February 1964 at Canton Island.
Also an eastward shift by the ascent region of the western Pacific
can be seen on Figs. 4. 1 and 4. 2, where the 3= o line has
moved about 8 degrees to include Canton Island in the second year.
Looking once again at Fig. 4. 1, we find that for December
1962-February 1963, the centers of upward motion and the centers
of downward motion are stronger than for the long term mean
(Fig. 3. 1). The change in _ from December 1962-February
1963 to December 1963--February 1964 shows there are some
interesting differences throughout the equatorial regions. This
is shown in Fig. 5. 1 (Fig. 4. 2 minus Fig. 4. 1). Here the ne-
gative areas show an increase in upward motion or a decrease
in downward motion for the second year, depending on the re-
gion in which the change takes place. It is noted that for the
second year, the centers of ascent (South America, Africa,
Indonesia) are weaker and the centers of descent (eastern
Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans) are weaker also. In other
words, the east-west gradient of vertical motion, which was
stronger than normal in December 1962-February 1963, is
greatly diminished in December 1963-February 1964. Therefore
(I~_~jl~_ I-IP----~lllbWX I~--IYI_(~YV~I*~Z~C--- -_.1~I CII L- .i~ll~_lpi~~L*~--.tl -_1~)~ ._I _ I_~I. -llplL^-(_
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it appears that the "Walker Circulation" has been decreased in
strength in this year. It also appears that there is an east-west
"Walker" type of circulation between South America and the
Atlantic Ocean and between Africa and the Indian Ocean as well.
The 1000 mb U maps (Chapter 10, Newell et al., 1970) for
these two years show that the equatorial easterlies in all three
oceans were weaker in December 1963-February 1964.
It is the strength of the southeast Pacific anticyclone
which affects the strength of the equatorial Pacific easterlies
(Troup, 1965). The pressure variations of this anticyclone are
influenced by Walker's Southern Oscillation, which shows a
strong negative correlation between pressure anomalies in the
southeast Pacific and the tropical Indian Ocean. Easter Island
(29S, 109W) appears to be the center of the eastern Pacific pres-
sure anomaly and Djakarta the center of the Indian Ocean pres-
sure anomaly. A positive phase of the Southern Oscillation means
above normal pressure at Easter Island and below normal pres-
sure at Djakarta. This leads to a strong "Walker Circulation"
between the eastern and western hemispheres. Therefore it
appears that a change of phase of the Southern Oscillation could
cause such a change as occurred in the "Walker Circulation"
from December 1962-February 1963 to December 1963-February
1964.
~ . L lmYI ~
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The author was unable to obtain any of Walker's original
papers, but he did find an excellent review of Walker's work
(including numerous figures and tables) by Montgomery (1939).
It was not possible to compute the Southern Oscillation Index for
the two years in question, but it was found that Canton Island,
which Walker shows to be positively correlated with the Southern
Oscillation, had a pressure deviation of +1. 2 mb in December
1962-February 1963 and a pressure deviation of -0. 8 mb in De-
cember 1963-February 1964. Djakarta had a pressure devia-
tion of -0. 6 nib and +0. 3 mb for these two periods, respectively.
Walker also has a correlation between the Southern Oscillation
in December-February and precipitation for the same season.
This shows that Canton Island precipitation deviation is negative--
ly correlated and Djakarta precipitation deviation positively cor-
related with the Southern Oscillation. Table 4. 2 shows this is
consistent for the two stations. Other areas with precipitation
positively correlated with the Southern Oscillation in December-
February are South America north of 20S, central Africa, and
northern Australia and the islands in the western Pacific near
Yap. These areas all had above average precipitation in Decem-
ber 1962-February 1963 and below average precipitation the year
later (Fig. 4. 5 and Fig. 4. 6). Therefore it was concluded that
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the Southern Oscillation was positive during December 1962-
February 1963 and was negative the following year. Since po-
sitive sea-surface temperature anomalies in the equatorial eas-
tern Pacific occur when the "Walker Circulation" is weak, this
must mean that they occur when there is a change from a posi-
tive to a negative phase of the Southern Oscillation.
Krueger and Gray (1969) show three periods of abnormal-
ly warm water at Canton Island: April 1957-May 1958, June
1963-March 1964, and June 1965-May 1966. Bjerknes (1969)
has carefully analyzed the various parameters during 1963. He
found that from March to April there was a pressure drop at
Easter Island. This decrease in the southeast Pacific anticyclone
was followed one month later by an increase in sea-surface tem-
perature at 165W along the equator. In June the pressure at
Djakarta rose nearly 2 mb. Thus was the pressure gradient for
the "Walker Circulation" reduced during 1963. Troup (1965)
says that the changes in phase of the Southern Oscillation occur
mainly in late southern autumn or early winter. Walker found
a correlation of +0. 84 between the Southern Oscillation in June-
August and the Southern Oscillation in the following December-
February (Montgomery, 1939). Thus, it appears that the change
in phase of the Southern Oscillation which occurred during the se-
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cond quarter of 1963 could explain the change in the vertical
motion pattern in December 1963-February 1964.
The effect that the change in the east-west gradient of
vertical motion has on the zonal average of ' can be seen in
Table 4. 2. As was pointed out in Chapter 4, the ascending
branch of the Hadley is stronger in December 1963-February
1964 than in the previous year. This should be followed by a
greater export of angular momentum from the equatorial regions.
Kidson et al (1969) show that the region of strongest divergence
of total momentum is near 200 mb and about 10 degrees of la-
titude in the winter hemisphere, and that most of the transport
is contributed by the transient eddies. The zonal average for
v and the transient eddies for the two northern winter seasons
is shown in Table 5. 1. It is noted that the momentum transport
by the transient eddies into both hemispheres occurs at about
15N, and the larger transport occurs in December 1963-February
1964, This larger momentum transport would contribute to stron-
ger westerlies at higher latitudes, as was shown by Bjerknes
(1969). Krueger and Gray (1969) show that there was a larger
transformation from eddy to zonal kinetic energy in the North-
ern Hemisphere north of 20N during the 1963-64 autumn and
wint er.
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Walker devised North Atlantic and North Pacific Oscil-
lations in addition to his Southern Oscillation (Montgomery, 1939).
He found that there was a high positive correlation between pres-
sure in the 20N to 50N belt and both oscillations, and a high ne-
gative correlation between pressure poleward of 50N and both
oscillations. When the North Atlantic Oscillation is positive,
there is a decrease in pressure in the polar regions and an in-
crease in pressure in the subtropical regions, which leads to
an increase in the general circulation over the Atlantic Ocean.
There is not only an increase in the north-south pressure gra-
dient, but a poleward displacement of the Icelandic Low and the
Azores High. The North Pacific Oscillation has much the same
effect in that ocean. In relating these oscillations to the Southern
Oscillation, Walker found the North Pacific Oscillation in December-.
February has coefficients of -0. 52 with the Southern Oscillation
both in the same quarter and in the June-August before. Therefore
we find a linkage between the east-west pressure gradient (South--
ern Oscillation) and the north-south pressure gradient (two north-
ern oscillations) and their related circulations. When the South-
ern Oscillation is positive, the east-west "Walker" type circula-
tion is strong. When the Southern Oscillation changes to the ne-
gative, usually in June-August, the North Atlantic and North Pa-
cific Oscillations are positive six months later. Thus, when the
_ ^  _______LI__*l__ __~1 __C______ llll___~_l_ -.^ -..-^-^I~ - I~III~IP~Y~-
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east-west circulation is weak the north-south circulation is strong.
The author concludes that this happened in December 1963-
February 1964. The pressure change from January 1963 to
January 1964 (Bjerknes, 1969) indicates a strengthening of the
Aleutian Low and the subtropical Pacific High, showing an in-
crease in the north-south pressure gradient after the decrease
in the east-west pressure gradient which occurred in March-July
of 1963. In Fig. 5. 1 we see a decrease in the east-west gradi-
ent of vertical motion in December 1963-February 1964, and in
Table 4. 1 we see an increase in the north-south gradient of ver-
tical motion for this season. The author concludes that it is a
combination of the two which leads to the increase in westerlies
in December 1963-February 1964.
Since it appears that a change in phase of the Southern
Oscillation has a pronounced effect on the circulation both in the
tropics and at higher latitudes, it is important to find a cause
for the change. Several explanations have been offered. Troup
(1965) found no periodicity for the Southern Oscillation. He con-
cluded that since the change is most likely in southern winter,
variations in cyclonic activity in the southeast Pacific could ini-
tiate a change in the anticyclone of that region. Professor H. C.
Willett (personal communication) has pointed out that since June-
August is the monsoon season in Asia, a change in the monsoon
I____~~U___II/~__~LL_
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circulation could be reflected through the Southern Oscillation
to the Southeast Pacific anticyclone. Schell (1956) says that the
strength of the Southeast Pacific anticyclone depends on the out-
flow of subantarctic water along the west coast of South America.
Therefore, a variation in corpuscular radiation acting on the An-
tarctic circulation could influence the strength and extent of the
cold ocean current. The physics involved in this is not clear.
It is not possible from the present study to conclude which
of the above is the source of change of the Southern Oscillation,
as they all could be a factor. A close look at the circulation in
the equatorial regions during the second and third quarter of 1963
might help in solving this intriguing question.
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VI. CONCLUSION
From the results presented in this paper, it appears that
the method of computing vertical motion from the equation of
continuity is indeed valid. While there are large areas in the
tropics with very few reporting stations, the data are adequate
to reveal the large scale circulation. Good agreement was found
between the computed ti3 patterns and rainfall and satellite cloud
data.
The results of this study offer support for an east-west
toroidal circulation between the major areas of ascent and des-
cent in the equatorial regions. It: appears that the strength of
this circulation depends on the phase of Walker's Southern Os-
cillation, the circulation being stronger when the Southern Os-
cillation is positive. The changes in sea-surface temperature
and precipitation patterns that took place in the equatorial Pa-
cific during 1963 are attributed to a change of phase of the
Southern Oscillation. The change in the general circulation at
higher latitudes which was found to follow the Southern Oscil-
lation change makes it necessary to monitor the Southern Os-
cillation, perhaps in the abbreviated form of Willett and Bodurtha
(1952), as an aid to long range forecasting.
1_1 /I_/i__ii~__l~_l___XII-^-- ~L~ __LIII__-
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There is still some question as to the role of sea-surface
temperature in the general circulation of the atmosphere (Bjerknes,
1969). This author agrees with the results of Helland-Hansen
and Nansen (reviewed by Montgomery, 1939) that water and air
temperature anomalies result from anomalies in the local winds.
It is evident that more research in the area of air-sea interac-
tion is necessary.
_~_ 1 _ ________s__L_^_/__~_~^_~ ~I)_ _ilj IILI~XIIXI-~
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TABLE 3. 1
Zonal Average of -4 /se) For The Four Seasonsw (10 mb/see) For The Four Seasons
May Jun-Aug
-0.
-2.
-5.
-2.
0.
5.
6.14
Sep-Nov
-0. 03
-1.01
-3. 38
-2. 28
-0.59
4.49
3.06
Dec-Feb
25N
15N
05N
EQ
05S
15S
25S
1.
4.
-3.
-3.
-2.
1i.
3.
5.
-0.
-3.
-5.
-1.
0.48 2.30
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TABLE 4. 1
-4Zonal Average &t (10 mb/sec)
long term
long term
25N
15N
05N
EQ
5S
10S
15S
25S
3.
5.
-0.
-3.
-5.
-3.
-1.
0.
For December-February
6w]
62-63
5.
2.
-0.
-2.
-3.
-3.
-1.
0.
63-64
4.05
2.07
-0.70
-3.07
-4.34
-4.11
-3.09
0.27
44
32
92
36
68
07
65
51
~_( _li-_~1YII111_^*i 1..I i IX.1.-.i~-il-l~ 1
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TABLE 4.2 TOTAL PRECIPITATION (MM) AND TOTAL DEVIATION (MMA) FRUM 30 YEAR
NORMAL FOR DECEMBER 1962-FEBRUARY 1963 AND DECEMBER 1963-FEBRUARY 1964
STATION LAT
UNITED STATES
SAN DIEGO
PHOENIX
EL PASO
SAN ANTONIO
BROWNSVILLE
LITTLE ROCK
SHREVEPORT
NEW ORLEANS
CHARLESTON
JACKSONVILLE
MIAMI
NASSAU
MEXICO
MAZATLAN
TAMPICO
MORELIA
VERACRUZ.
ACAPULCO
CENT AMER AND ISLANDS
PUERTO PLATA
SANTO DOMINGO
SAN PEDRO SULA
CATAMAS
SAN SALVADOR
SWAN ISLAND
SAN JUAN ISLA VERDE
KINGSTON
RAIZET
FORT-DE-FRANCE
DR A PLESMAN APT
PIARCO APT
VENEZUELA
MARACAIBO
BARCELONA
CUIDAD BOLIVAR
FR GUIANA
CAYENNE
SANT ELENA
EQUADOR
QUITO
QUAYAQUIL
BRAZIL
UAUPES
BELEM
QUIXERAMBOIM
PORT VELHO
REMANSO
32
33
31
29
25
34
32
29
32
30
25
25
23
22
19
19
16
19
18
15
14
13
17
18
17
16
14
12
10
10
10
08
44N
26N
48N
32N
55o"4
44N
2 N
59N
54N
25N
49N
o3N
11N
13N
42N
12N
50N
41N
27N
30N
54N
43N
241,
26N
56N
16N
37N
11N
37N
39N
07N
09N
LONG
117
112
lu6
98
97
92
3
90
80
81
80
77
106
97
101
96
99
70
69
88
85
89
83
66
76
61
61
68
61
71
64
63
u4 5ul' 52
04 36N 61
u u 08 78
u2 lub 79
uu
01
u5
08
09
u80
285
126
46b
41S
67
48
39
63
42
TOTAL DEV
DEC62-FEB63
luw
ulw
24w
28w
28 v
14w
49w
15W
02W
39W
17W
28w
26w
51w
07W
08W
55W
40W
53w
01W
55w
12w
56.v
UW
47w
31W
u4w
59w
21w
36W
41W
33W
22w
o7w
29w
5uwSow
u5w
29W
18w
55w
U4W
4u
55
24
156
7,,
133
15
396
241
387
110
92
41
11
41
20
413
258
90
9u
6u
111
219
9u
170
34v
12u
2uu
-118
-8
-luv
+26
-46
-204
-1 4
+93
+20
+181
-31
-26
-41
-46
-17
-23
+2
-265
+99
-137
+1
+45
-151
-112
+27
-130
+72
-73
-91
+30
+28
-33
TOTAL ULV
OtC63-FLb64
45 -113
6 -57
, -34
1i5 +28
113 -3
161 -176
211 -1 u
513 +210
418 +187
442 +250
175 +34
240 +122
14u +63
959 +281
147 -12
5
123
111
9u
170
2uu
39
17U
164v +469
224 -53
3uu -54
3u3 -226
8vv
63U
35u
91u
-39
-15b
-136
-22
+27
-130
-9u
-159
-121
-9
-23
-59
4 9 v -b81
90 -187
16u -i94
38u -149
+3v
-292
+154
-67
780
46u
74u
830
-142
+226
-237
+557
-~ 
-~
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TABLE 4.2 CONTINUED
PORTO NACIONAL
UTIARITI
CUIABA
SANTA CRUZ
CARAVELAS
CORUMBA
BELO HORIZONTE
TRES LAGOAS
RIO DE JANEIRO
SAO PAULO
CURITIBA
BOLIVIA
RIBERALTA
RURRENABAQUE
TRINIDAD
COCHABAMBA
SANTA CRUZ
CAMIRA
YACUIBA
PARAGUAY
MCAL ESTIGARRIBA
ARGENTINA
LA QUIACA
RIVADADIA
LAS LOMITAS
SALTA
POSADAS
RESISTENCIA
CATAMARCA
LA RIOJA
CERES
URAGURAY
SALTO
MONTEVIDEO
CHILI
ANTOFAGAST A
LA SERENA
PORTUGAL
FUNCHAL
SAL CAPE VERDE
GIBRALTAR
NORTH FRONT
MALTA
LUQA
CYPRUS
NICOSIA
GREECE
ATHINAI
HIRAKLION
10
13
15
15
17
19
19
20
22
23
42S
025
365
43S
445
00
56z
475
54,
335
48
58
56
52
39
57
43
51
43
46
25W
17w
06W
45W
15w
39w
57w
42W
luw
38W
25 26b 49 16w
11
14
14
17
17
ouo
285
45
23-
475
66
67
64
66
63
vSw
35W
48w
low
luw
2u u6$ 63 33w
22 Ul01 63 43w
22 015 60 37W
065
10S
425
515
22S
285
265
23$
53$
65
62
60
65
55
58
65
66
61
36W
54W
35W
29W
58W
59w
46W
49w
57w
31 235 27 58w
34 585 56 12w
23
29
285
555
820
1250
730
830
-60
+276
+89
+3
390
850
340
/3u61u +122
79v -77
37u -4
7uu +124
54u +7u
5V'u
84U
61v
48u
53u
630 +60
63v
55O
59u
18u
370U
-287
+88
-233
+156
+63
35u -131
42u -125
32u
35U
230
350
60
430
38u
180
25u
32u
32u -161
29u -155
270 -50
250 +20+120
-128
+33
+153
+10
+37
-23
+83
-5
17u -119
25u +16
230
560
310
350
22U
2uu
29
31u +51
70 26W
71 13W
32 38N 16 54w
16 44N 22 57w
36 U9N u5 21w
35 51 14 29E
35 u9N 33 17E
37 58N 23 43E
35 21iN 25 u8E
5uu +248
11 -5
931 +551
346 +125
146 -46
23u +61
23u +19
307 +144
7 -lu
630 +25u
253 +32
147 -45
-231
+23
-124
-2Db
-157
-202
-253
-144
-97
-87
+113
-110
+7
+17
+33
-35
---
I
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TABLE 4.2 CONTINUED
MOROCCO
MEKNES
CASABLANCA
MARRAKECH
OUARZAZATE
AGADIR
ALGERIA
ALGER
ORAN
LAGHOUAT
COLOMB-BECHAR
TUNESIA
TUNIS
GABES
LYBIA
ZUARA
IDRIS
MISURATA
BENINA
EL ADEM
HON
KUFRA
EGYPT
MERSA MATRUH
HELWAN
SIWA
DAKHLA
KHARGA
ISRAEL
LOD APT
EILAT
SAUDI ARABIA
BAHRAIN
ADEN
SUDAN
PORT SUDAN
TOKAR
EL OBEID
MALAKAL
JUBA
WAU
SENEGAL
SAINT-LOUIS
MATAM
LIBERIA
ROBERTS FLD
IVORY COAST
ODIENNE
ABIDJAN
TABOU
GHANA
TAMALE
KUMASI
ACCRA
TAKORA)I
33
33
31
30
30
53N
34N
37N
56N
23N
05
07
08
06
09
32W
40W
02W
57W
34W
460
440
170
70
300
250
14u
5u
io
36 43N 03 15E
35 38N uu 37 w
33 46N 02 56E
31 38N 02 15W
36 5ON 10 14E
33 53N 10 07E
32
32
32
32
31
29
24
31
29
29
25
25
55N
41N
25N
06N
51N
08N
13N
20N
52N
12N
29N
26N
12
13
15
20
23
15
23
27
30
25
29
30
+211
+235
+80
+44
+179
-59
-51
+8
+14
450
270
100
23
340
390
4uu
110
25
+201
+65
+10
-3
+219
+81
+ 1 09
+68
-1
310 +123
140 +87
U5E
luE
06E
16LE
55E
57E
20E
13E
20t
29E
uuE
34E
32 OON 34 54E
29 33N 34 57E
19
18
13
09
04
u7
16N
5ON
35N
26N
10N
33N
52N
42N
50
45
37
37
30
31
31
28
16 01N 16
15 38N 13
14J
252
130
17u
32
0
30
7
9
v
ui
+b5u
+lu5
-29
+14
-14
+3
-T
-46
-7
+2
-1
-T
290 -63
6 -lu
37E
UlE
13E
44E
14E
39E
36E
ulE
30W
13W
06 11N 10 18W
09 31N
05 15N
04 25N
07
03
07
34w
56w
22w
09 25N 00 53W
06 43N ul 36w
05 36N 00 10w
04 53N ul 46w
111
75
u
U
7
27
-49
-11
+83
+41
u
-1
-21
+23
-5
-4
188 +63
40
24u
15U
40
21u
1007u
7i
+16
+61
-134
+24
+87
+29
-27
190
2u8
220
54
1
iU
107
7
u
+95
+61
+61
-76
+8
-11
-T
+31
-7
-7
-1
-T
440 +89
6 -10
12 -10
-15
-22
U
-1
-27
-4
0
-4
77 -109
0 -24
19u +11
o0u -184
0 -16
ilu -13
70 -1
14u +33
ir ; --_-_-~-;LE _-.- -- I----- ~~II--- - I-.--~Y-- - ---- 4
-~ ~-~-
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TABLE 4.2 CONTINUED
DAHOMEY
KANDI
TCHAOUROU
SAVE
TOGOLESE
SOKODE
NIGERIA
MAIDUGURI
LAGOS
ENGU
CONGO
OUESSO
M POUYA
DOLISIE
BRAZZAVILLE
GABON
BITAM
COCO-BEACH
LIBREVILLE
PORT-GENT IL
MOUILA
CEN AFRICA
N DELE
BRIA
BOUAR
BERBERATI
FR SOMALI
DJIBOUTI
CHAD
FORT-ARCHAMBAULT
MOUNDOU
KENYA
LODWAR
NAIROBI
UGANDA
GULU
ENTEBBE
TANZANIA
TABORA
DAR ES SALAAM
SONGEA
ZAMBIA
KASAMA
BROKEN HILL
LIVINGSTONE
MALAWI
CHILEKA
11
U8
07
08N
5214
59N
02
u2
02
56E
36E
26E
08 59N 01 08E
11
06
06
01
02
04
04
u2
01Ul
00
ul1
08
06
05
04
51N
35N
28N
37N
37S
11S
15S
05N
OUN
27N
42S
52
24N
32N
56N
13N
13
03
07
16
16
12
15
11
U9
u9
08
11
2u
21
15
15
+29
+32
-3
196 +152
0
8u
70
05E
20E
33E
03E
13E
40E
14E
29E
36E
25E
45E
ulE
39E
59E
35E
47E
11 36N 43 09E
09 08N 18
u8 37N 16
u3 u7N 35
l01 18b 36
02 45N 32
uu v3,, 32
370
560
360
370
824
1180
94v
980
64u
11
33
119
0
-58
+11
+141
+90
-38
-84
+337
+264
+271
+327
-7u
+1
+3
+19
+23
6 -27
13 +12
6 +6
18 -5
346 +168
23E
u4E
37E
45E
2UE
27E
u5 u5 32 5uE
06 52, 39
lu 41> 35
lu
14
17
120
276
49,;
16E
35E
v6E
28E
49E
619 +167
3uu +91
75. +42
737 -15
889 +227
824 +337
-1
-29
-24
U -44
0
131
20
260
380
350
540
200
760
6uu
680
64u
u
18
23
82
0
-7
-37
0
-32
-48
+103
+9
-152
-325
-108
-7u
-lu
-12
-8
-14
25 -8
-1
-I
77 +54
441 +263
lu2 -9
416 +137
44u
679
979
-2
+b6
+271
+27
+luu
87
838 +294 b13 -31
---
I
15 41, 34 58E
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TABLE 4.2 CONTINUED
RHODESIA
SALISBURY OBS
CHIPINGA
PORT W AFRICA
LUANDA
MALANGE
HENRIQUE
LUSO
LOBITO
NOVA LISBOA
SA DE BANDEIRA
SERPA PINTO
MOCAMEDES
MALAGASY
DIEGO-SUAREZ
TAMATAVE
TANANARIVE
MANANJARY
TULEAR
SOUTH AFRICA
MAUN
WINDHOEK
PIETERSBURG
PRETORIA
MAFEKING
KEETMANSHOOP
ISLANDS
ST TOME IS
MORONI COMORO IS
SERGE-FROLOW
ST DENIS
ILE EUROPA
W PAKISTAN
MULTAN
KALAT
KARACHI
E PAKISTAN
BOGRA
INDIA
LUDHIANA
NEW DELHI
JODHPUR
ALLAHABAD
SILCHAR
DUMKA
SAGAR
DWARKA
CALCUTTA
CUTTACK
BOMBAY
VISHAKHAPATAM
MADRAS
BAN GA L% ,,E
PAMBAN
17 565 31 35E
2U 12, 32 39E
u8
U9
u9
11
12
12
14
14
15
12
18
18
21
23
19
22
23
25
25
26
uO
11
15
2u
22
30
29
24
490
335
39-
475
225
485
560
39%
12.,
21)
u7$
54,
12S
245
595
34S
525
45,S
525
345
23N
420
535
53$
21S
12N
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TABLE 5.1
Mean Meridional Velocity (m/sec) And Momentum Transport
(m2/sec2) By Transient Eddies For 200 mb.
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F'igure 1. 1: Mean sea'-surIface tem~perature for January 0 0)
(}ydrographic Office, U.S. Navy, 1944)
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F'igure 3.1 ean ver~tica velocity at 500 mb fo December--February. 'Units: 
0 4  b/sec.
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Figure 3.1: Mean verti~cal veloctyr at 500 mb for December-February.
Units: 10,4 mb/sec..
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Figure 3.2; Mean vertical velocity, at 500 Mb for*MarchMay.Units;I 10- 4 mb/sec.
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Figur 3.3:Meanverttcal. locty at500 m forJunegustUnit: 104 bsec
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Figure 3.4 Mean vertical velocity at 500 mb for September-November.
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Figure 4.1: Mean vertical velocity at 500 mb for December 1962-February 1963.Units: 10- 4 mb/sec.
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Figure 4.2: Mean vertical velocity at 500 mb for December 1963-February 1964.Units: 10- 4 mb/sec.
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Figure 4.3: Deviation of mean vertical velocity at 500 mb for December 1962-February 1963
from the long term mean for December-February. Units: 10 - 4 mb/sec.
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Figure 4.4: Deviation of mean vertical velocity at 500 mb for December 1963-February 1964
from the long term mean for December-February. Units: 10- 4 mb/sec.
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Figure 4.5: Total deviation of precipitation for December 1962-February 1963
from the 30 year mean. Units: mm.
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Figure. 4.6: Total deviation of prec::p~f.tat:ion for December 1963-February 1964.
from the 30 year mean. Units: mm.
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Figure 5.1: Change in mean vertical velocity from December 1962-February 1963
to December 1963-February 196S4 at 500 mb. Units: 10-4 mb/sec.
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